New Jersey Needle Artists
American Needlepoint Guild
September 20, 2017 Meeting
Hi Everyone –
We had another wonderful turnout for Wednesday night’s meeting. NJNA is very pleased to
welcome Linda Z to our group. Linda is from Tewksbury Township and she is getting back to
needlepointing after a hiatus of many years. Linda brought her sister, Trisha, to the meeting.
They shared two ornaments that their Mother had done – you’ll see them in the show and
tell section.
NJNA is also honored to have a stash sale auction ongoing as Tina F clears out her house for
moving. So far NJNA has raised $377 from this sale. Prices are $2 for small items and $5 for
larger items.

The stash sale table!
In the interest of time, Diane tuned the meeting over to Cathryn C who led us on the first of
three fill-in stitches on Shell Game. Then we alternated between business and stitching for the
remainder of the meeting. The Shell Game pieces are coming along beautifully.
Diane announced that the next NJ Needlefest is being organized by Susan Hoekstra for
Saturday, April 14 from 9:30 to 4:30 at the usual church in Pluckemin. The cost is $25, with a
10% reduction for groups over 8 people. Lunch is additional. NJNA is planning to sign up for
two tables. Forms were passed around and are also available on the Foxview Needlepoint
website. If you want to go with NJNA, please make check to NJNA and get it with your form to
Rosie.
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The 2018 National Seminar for ANG will be held in Washington, DC and NJNA hopes to have a
good showing of participants. The dates will be August 22 through August 27 and the main
hotel is the Marriott Wardman Park. Look for an announcement that the pictures have gone up
on the ANG website to signal start of registration. Registration will be first come-first served
this year. This is always a wonderful experience. (For planning purposes, the 2019 seminar will
be in Houston.)
Ada talked about three potential public service activities. The library where we meet would like
us to make a banner for their January reading program for kids. (Consensus is that this would
not be needlepointed.) She also talked to a local senior center about possible projects. This
center has two areas – one for seniors with disabilities and one for adult day care. The thought
is that the adult day care would enjoy a 45 minute presentation about needlepoint. The
interest would be lower for the disability area, but it is recommended that we present there as
well. We are collecting ideas for now, but if there is an expense involved, ANG may help defray
part of the cost.
Diane asked for volunteers to serve on the nominating committee for next year’s NJNA board.
We are also looking for volunteers to serve on the board in any capacity. Please talk to a
current board member if you are interested. Elections will be at the end of the year.
Please note that the NJNA December meeting will be on the second Wednesday instead of
the third Wednesday. December 13. Please make a note on your calendar.
Next month, Diane will lead us in how to finish Kandi Corn. She requests that you bring fun
Halloween fabric if you have any. We will learn three finishing techniques:
 3-D Stand Up
 Flat Ornament
 Easel or Flat-fold
The 2017 SOTM projects are progressing nicely. We are starting to gather ideas for our new
selection (TBD) in January 2018.
Let’s support ANG goals by getting our needlework out there on display to the public.
Exhibiting at ANG, Woodlawn, the Flemington Fair, and beyond can help bring broader
appreciation for our needlework and needleart. Sue R displayed two pieces at the Flemington
Fair and won ribbons for both!
I hope you enjoy the show and tell pictures.
Cheers,
Rosie
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Show and Tell

Janet P stitched this “bee”utiful pillow with blinging metallic bees. The canvas was supposed to
be finished as a brick, but instead Janet had Edwardian Needle finish it as a pillow.

Ellen B was in the pilot class for “Patchouli Patch” designed by Tony Minieri. The piece contains
crystals which makes sense to me as I always associate Patchouli with incense and other new
age-y things! More raves for the framer, Rob, at Framed Image in Pompton Plains; what a great
job on those octagons!
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Ellen B also stitched this Lani canvas called “Seaweed”. Pam Miller of the Edwardian Needle did
the stitch guide. The grass skirts are comprised of single strands of thread, each about 4-5
inches long. Ellen said it took a long time to stitch them. Then she had to give them a
“haircut”. When Rob at Framed Image was framing it, little cut pieces of grass kept falling out!
Rob even ran the mat up the sides of the shadow box!

The copper metallic thread in this pillow is stunning. Janet P stitched this pillow for her
daughter. It was finished at Edwardian Needle. Lucky daughter!
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These two cube ornaments were stitched and finished by Linda and Trisha’s Mother! All six
sides are the same design. Isn’t it nice to see a cube ornament?

Linda Z brought in two ornaments: a gnome and an antique santa to show us examples of her
stitching. The gnome is 2-sided, stitched on both sides. Both were beautifully finished by Betty
in Bernardsville. Too bad that Betty is no longer finishing because the stitching on these is
outstanding.
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Surprise! You didn’t see these at the meeting because Marge K took them with her to Ireland
as gifts. Both were finished by the Edwardian Needle! Can you imagine how hard it was to
finish the fleur de lis? Lucky recipients!

Heidi’s Kandi Corn! Notice how she toned down the orange! She used threads from her stash
and stitched it while she was in Africa!
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I wanted to show all of these on the same page. Both Sue C and Linda M are members of the
Central Jersey Chapter and these crackers were one of that group’s projects. The top shows
Linda’s stitched cracker and the second shows Linda’s finished cracker. The bottom two are
Sue’s finished crackers! As part of the project, they learned how to finish these using 2.5-inch
wired ribbon with the wire removed on one side. Note that Sue finished her crackers
horizontally and Linda chose vertically! What a cool autumn chapter project!
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This is Rosie’s modified Serengeti making a second appearance after the addition of a border
and a different button! A small group of NJNA did this Pamela Harding piece as a workshop
several years ago. It’s supposed to be twice this size, but I got bored! I do love the result of the
embellishments on it!

The amazing Jill W took this “Dusting of Snow” by Gail Stafford at the EGA seminar in Asheville
last month. Can you believe she has finished stitching it already? This was one of the most
popular pieces in the seminar and it isn’t hard to see why. Great and speedy stitching, Jill!
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Robin stitched DebBee’s “Watermelon Tourmaline” while she traveled in Scandinavia. As usual,
Robin revised some of the color placement in order to make this piece truly her own. Robin
says she always keeps a stash of small projects to stitch while traveling. Very pretty!

Rosie hurriedly finished stitching “Autumn Logs” by Kathy Rees because she needed the
stretcher bars for seminar. I love that it is all stitched in Caron Watercolours and that Kathy
somehow makes all the combinations work wonderfully together! Like the other “logs”, this
was a fun piece to stitch!
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Jill started Carolyn Mitchell’s “My Way” with Cyberpointers a few years ago. When SOTM
chose it as one of their two options for 2017, Jill decided to finish it in addition to doing “Stars”.
She picked her own colors and the design allows the stitcher to choose six of seven designs for
the boxes. Nicely done, Jill.

To the left is Heidi’s labor of love for her
second grandchild, Gideon.
Her daughter couldn’t decide between two
different Strictly Christmas stocking designs at
Needlepoint in Paradise. So Heidi bought
them both and stitched the first one for
Declan and this one for Gideon.
Lucky boys!

